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Mr. President:

Sec. Blumenthal has requested a meeting Thursday afternoon before departing for Japan and China on Friday. Shall I schedule this?

[ ] yes  [ ] no

Phil

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
2/21/79

Tim Kraft
Arnie Miller

The attached were returned in the President's outbox today and are forwarded to you for appropriate handling.

Rick Hutcheson
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: TIM KRAFT
ARNIE MILLER

SUBJECT: Presidential Advisory Board on Ambassadorial Appointments.

On December 28, 1978, you signed Executive Order 12110, which revised and extended, until December 1980, the Charter for the Presidential Advisory Board on Ambassadorial Appointments. The Board provides guidance to you and Secretary Vance for purposes of recommending non-career candidates for ambassadorial positions throughout the world. Since your conversation with Reubin Askew, we have been reviewing the list with him and with Secretary Vance. They join us in the following recommendations.

Several current members have been active participants in Board activities and we recommend their reappointment.

Reubin Askew (Chairman), former Governor of Florida.
Maria Duran, Television Producer, Miami.
Maurice Ferre, Mayor of Miami.
Nancy Flaherty, Assistant for Special Projects for Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation.
John Hope Franklin, Professor of History, University of Chicago.
Chris Gitlin, Cleveland Council on Human Rights.
W. Averell Harriman.
Stanley Hoffman, Professor, Harvard University.
Carol Laise, former Director General of the Foreign Service.
Vilma Martinez, President and General Counsel, Mexican-American Legal Defense Fund.
Joan Masuck, Unitarian Universal Association Planning Committee.
Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr., Lt. Governor of Massachusetts.
Mary Jane Patterson, Director, Washington Office of the United Presbyterian Church.
Dean Rusk, former Secretary of State.
Stephen Scholssberg, General Counsel, United Auto Workers.
William Scranton, former Governor of Pennsylvania.
Alex Seith, Partner, Lord, Bissell and Brook, Chicago.
Ben J. Wattenberg, Author.
RECOMMENDATION

Reappoint the aforementioned eighteen members to the Advisory Panel on Ambassadorial Appointments.

[ ] approve [ ] disapprove

The Charter provides for a panel comprised of up to 25 members. In surfacing additional candidates, special attention was paid to finding prestigious individuals who would improve the participation of women and minorities in the Ambassadorial Appointments process. We recommend the appointment of the following seven candidates.

Clark Clifford, of Washington, D.C. Mr. Clifford is a former Secretary of Defense, and is Senior Partner of Clifford, Warnke, Glass, McIlwain & Finney.

Hannah Gray, of Illinois. Ms. Gray is President of the University of Chicago.

Lady Bird Johnson, of Texas. Ms. Johnson is the widow of the former President.

Barbara Jordan, of Texas. She is the former Representative from the 18th Congressional District. She currently lectures at the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs at the University of Texas.

Benjamin Mays, of Georgia. Mr. Mays is President-Emeritus of the Atlanta University Center.

Dina Beaumont, of California. Ms. Beaumont is the District Vice President of the Communications Workers Association.

Esther G. Kee, of New York. Ms. Kee is the founder and organizer of the Council of Asian American Women. She has been very active in civic concerns, including the Chinatown Planning Council, Community Service Society, and has served as Director of the YMCA Camp Council of Greater New York.
RECOMMENDATION

Appoint the seven candidates listed above to the Advisory Panel on Ambassadorial Appointments.

✓ approve

☐ disapprove

[Signature]
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: TIM KRAFT

ARNIE MILLER

SUBJECT: Board of Directors, Overseas Private Investment Corporation

The Board of Directors of OPIC consists of eleven members of which six are non-government members appointed by you.

The term of present Board Member Allie C. Felder, Jr. expired in December. He is presently serving in a holdover capacity.

Felder has been Director of the Outreach Division of the Cooperative League of the U.S.A. in Washington, D.C. since 1966. He is black and has an extensive background in agricultural economics.

Your appointment as President of OPIC, J. Bruce Llewellyn, recommends you reappoint Felder. He has served on the Board since his appointment in 1970 by President Nixon. His expertise is a valuable asset to the Board and his reappointment would provide continuity.

RECOMMENDATION:

Nominate Allie C. Felder to the Board of Directors of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation.

☑ approve. ☐ disapprove

Electrostatic Copy Made for Preservation Purposes
NAME: DR. ALLIE C. FELDER, JR.

Director of the Outreach Division of the Cooperative League of the USA and Executive Vice President of The Cooperative League Fund

BORN: August 12, 1921

BACKGROUND: Spent 13 years in India as a consultant to the American International Association and for the Cooperative League of the USA. For 8 years was Director of the Cooperative League's office in India.

Prior to work in India, spent 6 years as Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics at Hampton Institute, Hampton, Virginia

Taught for one year at International Cooperative Training Center at the University of Wisconsin

EDUCATION: B.A. in Agriculture from Hampton Institute

M.S.C. in agricultural economics and rural sociology from the University of Illinois

Ph. D. in agricultural economics and rural sociology from Ohio State University
Dr. Allie C. Felder, Jr., is director of the Outreach Division of the Cooperative League of the U. S. A. and executive vice president of The Cooperative League Fund. He was named a director of the Overseas Private Investment Corporation in January, 1971.

Dr. Felder spent 13 years in India as a consultant to the American International Association and for the Cooperative League of the USA. For eight years he was director for the Cooperative League's office there.

Earlier, he was an associate professor of Agricultural Economics at Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va., and taught for one year at the International Cooperative Training Center at the University of Wisconsin.

Dr. Felder holds a bachelor's degree in agriculture from Hampton Institute, a M.S. C. degree in agricultural economics and rural sociology from the University of Illinois, and Ph. D. in the same area from Ohio State University.
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM: TIM KRAFT
       ARNIE MILLER

SUBJECT: Board of Visitors of the United States Air Force Academy

The Board of Visitors to the United States Air Force Academy meets annually to inquire into the morale and discipline, the curriculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal affairs, academic methods and other matters relating to the Academy.

The Board of Visitors is made up of nine members of Congress and six members are appointed by you and serve three-year terms.

There are presently two vacancies on the Board. We recommend the appointment of:

John Kester (District of Columbia): Formerly Executive Assistant to Secretary of Defense Brown.

Michael O'Callaghan (Nevada): Former Governor of the State of Nevada.

RECOMMENDATION:

Appoint John Kester and Governor Michael O'Callaghan to the Board of Visitors of the United States Air Force Academy.

______ approve _______ disapprove
JOHN G. KESTER

Office address: 1000 Hill Building
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 331-5502

Home address: 313 North Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 548-4947

Born: Oshkosh, Wisconsin
June 18, 1938

Family status: Divorced
Two sons, ages 14 and 11

Education: University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
B.A. (economics), 1959

Universite d'Aix-Marseille
Aix-en-Provence, France
Fulbright Scholar, 1959-60

Harvard Law School
Cambridge, Massachusetts
LL.B., magna cum laude, 1963

Admitted to bar: District of Columbia, 1964
United States Court of Military
Appeals, 1965
Supreme Court of the United States, 1968
Various federal courts of appeals

Honors and awards: General Motors National Scholar;
Phi Beta Kappa; Phi Kappa Phi; Fulbright
Scholar; Harvard Law Review (President,
1962-63); Army Commendation Medal; Deco-
ration for Distinguished Civilian Service,
Department of the Army.

Employment:

1963-65 Law Clerk to Mr. Justice Black
Supreme Court of the United States

1965-68 Assistant to the General Counsel
Department of the Army
(Captain, JAGC)

1968 Visiting Lecturer in Law
Duke University
Durham, North Carolina
Course: Copyright and Unfair Competition
1968
Private law practice (temporary associate)
Steptoe & Johnson
Washington, D. C.
General practice

1968-69
Assistant Professor of Law
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Courses: Constitutional Law;
Unfair Trade Practices

1969-72
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Manpower and Reserve Affairs)
Areas of responsibility included
recruitment, race relations, military and civilian personnel policies,
status of women in the Army, drug abuse, officer training programs.

1972-
Private law practice
Williams, Connolly & Califano
Washington, D. C.
Partner in general practice law firm
emphasizing litigation. Areas of concentration have included law and political parties (represented Democratic National Committee in Supreme Court cases on 1972 delegate credentials litigation and television advertising); environmental law; criminal law; Federal Election Campaign Act; reapportionment of electoral districts; communications law; international law. Pro bono cases for Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights under Law and for historic preservation groups.

Military service: Served from first lieutenant to captain, Army, assigned as Assistant to the General Counsel, Department of the Army.


Civil activities: Member, Board of Zoning Appeals, Alexandria, Virginia.
Member, Committee on Regulation of Growth and Development, Alexandria, Virginia.
Director, Old Town Civic Association, Alexandria, Virginia.
Counsel, Citizens for Historic Alexandria, Alexandria, Virginia.
Languages: Spanish, French

References:

Ambassador Stanley R. Resor
Department of State
Washington, D. C.

Alfred B. Fitt, Esq.
General Counsel
Congressional Budget Office
Washington, D. C.

Joseph A. Califano, Jr., Esq.
Williams, Connolly & Califano
Washington, D. C.

David E. McGiffert, Esq.
Covington & Burling
Washington, D. C.

Honorable William K. Brehm
Assistant Secretary of Defense
Washington, D. C.

Robert E. Jordan, III, Esq.
Steptoe & Johnson
Washington, D. C.

R. Kenly Webster, Esq.
Kennedy, Webster & Gardner
Washington, D. C.

(Additional references available upon request.)
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON 2/20/79

Mr. President:
Judge Bell would like to see you for 10 minutes this week to get approval for 7 more judges. May I set up the meeting?

[ ] yes  [ ] no

Phil

2/21  2:30 PM
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MICHAEL DONAL N. O'CALLAGHAN  
Governor, State of Nevada 1971-78

Born September 10, 1929, La Crosse, Wisconsin

B.S. and M.Ed., University of Idaho. Postgraduate work at Colorado State University, University of Nevada at Las Vegas, Georgetown University and Claremont Graduate School. LL.D., University, 1973.

Married, five children.


February 20, 1979

David,

Remind the President that he asked ZB to remind him to call Mrs. Dubs.

Per ZB, 7:28 pm, this date.

Kathy
EYES ONLY

February 21, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

From: Charlie Schultze

Subject: Revised Figures on Fourth Quarter GNP

Tomorrow (Thursday, February 22) at 10:30 a.m., the Commerce Department will release its second estimate of GNP in the fourth quarter of 1978. The revisions are very small and do not change the basic picture of where the economy was going at the end of last year.

Real GNP is now estimated to have risen at an annual rate of 6.4 percent in the fourth quarter (the first estimate had been 6.1 percent). Estimated personal consumption expenditures were revised up, in line with the stronger expansion of retail sales indicated by revised data from retail stores; expenditures in several other categories (Federal Government purchases, net exports, and the rate of inventory investment) were revised down slightly. The GNP deflator is still estimated to have risen at an annual rate of 8.1 percent during the quarter.
FOR THE RECORD:

THE ATTACHED WAS RETURNED TODAY, 2/21, AND LANDON WAS GIVEN A COPY BY NELL
February 19, 1979

TO: The President
FROM: Fran
RE: Request for Phone Call to George Meany

Landon called this morning asking that you call Mr. Meany today. Meany is in Bal Harbour, Fla. at their Winter Meeting of the AFL's Executive Council. Formal meetings begin today.

The main purpose of the call, however, is to let Meany know that you are beginning the process of reviewing matters relating to oil-pricing and oil-allocations, and that you would appreciate his getting together with Stuart, the Vice President and Secretary Marshall on this matter. (Stuart's recommendation.)

The small talk of the conversation could include:

1) asking about his wife --- she's quite ill, just returned home from a hospital stay.

2) asking him how the meeting's going - wishing him a good meeting, etc.

Landon says, if you decide to call, Meany is usually in his hotel room between 2:00 and 5:00 in the afternoon.
Signal will have the number.

fran
TEHERAN, FEB 21, REUTER - THE UNITED STATES WILL BE BARRED FROM EAVESDROPPING ON SOVIET MILITARY COMMUNICATIONS FROM SOPHISTICATED AMERICAN LISTENING POSTS IN NORTHERN IRAN, IRAN'S NEW ARMED FORCES CHIEF SAID TODAY.

GENERAL MOHAMMAD VALI GHARANI, THE ARMED FORCES CHIEF OF STAFF, LEFT THE DOOR OPEN FOR ONLY LIMITED MILITARY COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED STATES COVERING SPARE PARTS FOR U.S. EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED IN THE PAST AND CONTINUED TRAINING OF IRANIAN MILITARY PERSONNEL ALREADY IN AMERICA.

HE TOLD A NEWS CONFERENCE THAT THE DECISION WHETHER TO RETAIN ANY U.S. MILITARY ADVISERS WOULD DEPEND ON GOVERNMENT POLICY.

REGARDING THE OPERATION OF ADVANCED TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT, "WE MIGHT ASK SOME FRIENDS TO DO THESE THINGS," GENERAL GHARANI SAID. "BUT THE SITUATION WILL NOT BE THE SAME AS WE HAD IN THE PAST."

AROUND 1,800 U.S. OFFICERS AND TECHNICIANS WORKED ON U.S.-SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT WITH IRAN'S ARMED FORCES.

ASKED ABOUT U.S. LISTENING POSTS IN NORTHERN IRAN, GENERAL GHARANI SAID WHATEVER ARRANGEMENTS MIGHT HAVE BEEN MADE IN THE PAST, THE NEW AUTHORITIES WOULD NOT ALLOW THEM TO REMAIN IN FORCE.

MORE 1047

REUTER 1049
1. Good relations between my Administration and State and local governments have been a high priority for me personally. I have stressed the need to consult closely with you in the formation of my Administration policies. I am extremely pleased with successes we have had to date with intergovernmental cooperation. On the vital issues of the last two years, such as our urban policy, energy policies, civil service reform, welfare reform, hospital cost containment, and others, State and local governments have worked extremely closely with us at the Federal level to the benefit of all Americans.

2. Today we are announcing a bold new anti-inflation partnership. Working closely with the various associations of State and local governmental officials and representatives of governmental employees, we have developed a program that includes a series of actions State and local governments can take to curb inflation and steps that the Federal government will take to assist the effort.

3. State and local governments can have a substantial impact on the problem of inflation:
   - In 1976 the State and local sector accounted for 14.2% of the GNP;
4. Success of my anti-inflation program will require restraint by all sectors of the economy and all levels of government. I have designed this program to assure that the burden of that restraint be shared fairly by all, and that no one sector be forced to carry an unfair share. To that end, I have

- Sent an austere, anti-inflationary budget to the Congress;
- Issued voluntary wage/price standards to bring the inflationary spiral to an end;
- Ordered the Federal government to support the standards by purchasing goods and services only from firms which are in compliance;
- Asked Congress to enact a Real Wage Insurance Program to encourage workers to comply with the wage standard;
- Ordered regulatory agencies to analyze major new regulations to identify -- and seek to minimize -- their costs;
- Supported the enactment of Hospital Cost Containment legislation.
5. But the Federal Government cannot curb inflation by itself. We will need your help. The program I am announcing today asks that help. It includes a number of steps you can take on your own to join in a partnership with the Federal government to fight inflation. It asks you to:

- Comply with the voluntary wage/price standards.
- Adopt anti-inflationary procurement policies in support of these standards.
- Analyze your regulatory policies to see where inflationary programs can be eliminated.
- Keep inflation in mind as you adopt spending and tax policies.
- Take steps, as the Federal government is doing, to improve the efficiency and productivity of your governments.

6. The Federal government will offer its assistance whenever it can to help you take these actions I have just mentioned. And we will act to reduce the cost of your doing business with Washington. For that reason I am announcing today a new initiative in our ongoing effort to streamline the federal grant-in-aid system. I have:

- Ordered the Inter Agency Coordinating Council to identify where we can standardize the often inconsistent requirements with which you must comply to receive Federal assistance;
Ordered OMB to work with you to identify new areas in which duplication of Federal, State & local efforts can be reduced.

Ordered a reduction in the paperwork necessary for you to apply for Federal grants.

Ordered OMB to give a high priority to identifying likely candidates for programs consolidation during the FY 1981 budget process.

Asked OMB to work with the appropriate agencies to put together grant packages through which a State or local government can receive funding from more than one Federal program or agency.

Ordered the streamlining of Federal planning requirement.

In addition, within a few weeks I will send to Congress legislation to improve Federal procedures for developing regulations that affect State and local government costs.

7. As with the Federal program, the State and local program is voluntary. I cannot implement these policies, I can only ask for your help in providing the leadership necessary at the State and local level.

We have been greatly encouraged by the widespread expression of support from State and local governments for the anti-inflation program generally.
Today, I ask for your help to:

- Take this program home, evaluate it, and implement it to the maximum possible extent.

I also ask you not to be bound by the suggestions contained in this program, but rather to use these ideas as a starting point in the development of your own aggressive anti-inflation program.

Make no mistake about it -- I need your help; the country needs your help. If we are to overcome inflation, as we must, we must all do it together.

There is no substitute for your leadership and your aggressive action in combating the nation's number one domestic problem.
Dick Moe

The attached was returned in the President's outbox today and is forwarded to you for your information.

Rick Hutcheson

cc: Stu Eizenstat
MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT
FROM: RICHARD MOE
SUBJECT: CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION/BALANCED BUDGET AMENDMENT

Earlier this week, following a senior staff meeting on the subject, Ham asked me to head a task force to design options and recommendations for your consideration on how the constitutional convention issue and related issues should be handled by the Administration. As you know, there are more questions than there are answers about this whole business, but we have tried to put together in the attached paper all of the relevant information that is available, as well as our recommendations. Ham indicated you wanted something by this weekend so it is not as complete as it would otherwise be, but if there is more information you desire, we will of course do our best to provide it.

This morning the Senior Staff, along with Charlie Schultze, Jim McIntyre and Bob Strauss, met again to discuss this whole issue and to review the attached paper. The Senior Staff unanimously recommended that you approve Option 2 in the paper.

The Vice President, while not at today's meeting, agrees with that recommendation.

Judge Bell, who was also unable to attend today, has indicated that he has serious concerns with one of the components of Option 2 - Administration opposition to a Constitutional Convention. He believes a President should not be in the posture of opposing a Constitutionally-sanctioned process for amending the Constitution. Before making a final decision, you may want to speak to Judge Bell.
Bob Strauss strongly agrees with the Senior Staff's recommendations, but is concerned that we bring the bi-partisan Congressional leadership into our effort as soon as possible. Frank Moore agrees and will work to do that once you make a final decision.

Finally, if you decide to approve Option 2 the Senior Staff would add two cautionary notes:

- You should not make any major statements, in response to questions or otherwise, about your position on this issue until after the Governors' meeting here next week. We are concerned that anything you might say on the subject during this period would be taken, by the press and by some Governors, as a direct attack on Governor Brown, and this might dominate and therefore sour the Governors' meeting.

- At the leadership breakfast on Wednesday, you should avoid any real discussion of the issue, if possible. Frank is particularly concerned that the Members attending will immediately transmit your view to the press. All of us believe we should exercise better control over how your views on this sensitive subject are transmitted than by using Members as our spokesmen.
MEMORANDUM TO: THE PRESIDENT
FROM: THE SENIOR STAFF
SUBJECT: Constitutional Convention/Balanced Budget Amendment

This memorandum briefly reviews our latest information on the Constitutional Convention/balanced budget amendment issue and presents two alternative ways in which the Administration might handle the situation.

All of us agree that the Convention/amendment will likely become one of the dominant domestic-political issues over the next year. While the issue is not now framed to our advantage, we do believe an opportunity exists to convert the issue into an Administration victory. To do that, we need to pursue a well-defined, carefully coordinated strategy, and we need to begin doing so immediately. Once you decide on one of the alternative strategies described in this memo, we will begin at once to implement that strategy.

I. Review of Current Situation

Beyond the information about the Convention/amendment situation that you already know, we think you should be aware of the following recent developments:

A. States

There is some dispute as to the number of states which have passed resolutions seeking a Constitutional Convention to adopt a balanced budget amendment. This is due to the difference in resolutions' wording (some, for instance, seek a Convention only if Congress has not approved a balanced budget amendment); the fact that all states which appear to have passed resolutions have not forwarded them to the Congress; and some resolutions which have been forwarded do not meet technical requirements and might be void.
The National Taxpayers Union, which has been the major interest group force behind the amendment, and the National Conference of State Legislatures, whose President is actively pushing the amendment, indicate that 27 states have passed the necessary resolution for a Convention. Senate records indicate that only 18 states have submitted their resolutions, and 8 of those appear to have technical deficiencies (they lack appropriate signatures or necessary proof that the State Legislature has passed the resolution). The House has not progressed as far in developing its count, but preliminary indications are that its records will roughly correspond to the Senate's.

The Taxpayers Union is now in the process of ensuring that all states which have passed resolutions forward them to Congress. Where there are technical problems, the prudent course is to assume that all resolutions which have passed will be forwarded to Congress, and corrected where necessary. However, this process may take some time, thereby delaying the time that Congress would be forced to decide whether to convene a Convention or take other action. We are in close contact with Congressional staffs which are attempting to determine the correct number of states which have passed valid resolutions. In short, we think our planning should be based on the assumption that 27 states have acted already. Those states are as follows:

18 - Submitted to Congress

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alabama</th>
<th>Maryland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arizona</td>
<td>Mississippi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkansas</td>
<td>Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado</td>
<td>North Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia</td>
<td>South Carolina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Tennessee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Wyoming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following states have not yet acted:

Alaska
California
Connecticut
Hawaii
Illinois
Iowa
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Nevada
Ohio
Rhode Island
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Our preliminary assessment indicates that the following states are among the most likely to pass a Convention resolution, unless circumstances change:

Alaska
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
Rhode Island
Vermont
Washington

We are still in the process of gathering intelligence about the possible outcome in the above states. But, based on our current information, we believe it is possible -- though far from a certainty -- to keep 6 more states from passing a Convention resolution. At this point, though, it appears that the odds are against such an effort succeeding.
B. Congress

In the House, Chairman Rodino will hold hearings on the balanced budget amendment. As you know, he is firmly opposed to the amendment, but does not believe he can any longer resist the pressures for hearings (nearly 150 members have co-sponsored one of the balanced budget amendments). His strategy is to string the hearings out over a six-nine month period, to build a comprehensive record against the amendment concept and to delay the amendment momentum.

The speaker is also very concerned about the amendment movement, and is interested in doing what he can to fight it. Chairman Rodino and the Speaker are both anxious to work with us to develop a strategy to stop the Convention movement and to bury the budget amendments. Congressman Giamo, as Chairman of the Budget Committee, is also eager to work with us to defeat the amendments.

In the Senate, Senator Byrd is opposed to an amendment. But he seems somewhat less concerned at this point than the Speaker about the prospect of an amendment being passed. He has publicly stated his preference for a Congressionally-passed amendment to a Constitutional Convention.

That is a sentiment which appears to reflect a growing view in the Congress: that it will be faced with the choice of sanctioning a Convention or passing an amendment to obviate the need for a Convention. For many members opposed to both a Convention and Congressionally-passed amendment, the latter is by far the preferable alternative.

Senator Bayh's Constitution Subcommittee will also be holding hearings beginning this month on the balanced budget amendment. Bayh is not in the same position as Rodino to lead an effort against the amendment: he is up for re-election in a state which was the first one to pass a Convention resolution (1957) and has recently passed it again; he also cannot control his own subcommittee -- 5 of the 7 members support an amendment.
Kennedy, in his role as Chairman of the Judiciary Committee, will eventually play a more active role than he has to date. Apparently because of other priorities, he has not yet focused attention on the issue. But his political and Committee staffs are now actively involved. It is possible that he will soon attempt to play a leading national role in an effort to stop a Convention or amendment. Unless we quickly decide what role to play, and begin implementing that decision, we may find ourselves appearing to respond to Senator Kennedy's lead.

Senator Muskie has been the first Senator to make a major public attack on the balanced budget amendment. He addressed the National Press Club this past week and delivered a major rebuttal to those seeking an amendment.

After labeling the amendment as "irresponsible" and "an ill-considered contrivance," Muskie pointed out that (i) the states collectively had a $29 billion surplus in 1978 -- the amount of our FY '80 deficit and (ii) the FY '80 budget seeks $82.9 billion in Federal grants to states and localities.

These facts are increasingly being used by Congressional opponents of an amendment to show how our deficit might be erased. As Muskie said, "an appealing solution to the balance dilemma comes very quickly to mind -- cutting state and local aid." Along that line, Senator Bentsen has already introduced a bill to eliminate the state share of Revenue Sharing ($2.2 billion).

It is still too early to tell whether this Congressional message is being heard, or believed, in the State Legislatures. But it is clear that a number of Members believe some States might have second thoughts.

C. Governors

The National Governors Conference will open in Washington on Sunday evening, February 25. Because of Governor Brown's presence and his well-known intentions to seek support for a balanced budget amendment, the Conference will attract much greater media interest than normally.
The Governor is expected to use the Monday morning Plenary Session to make his arguments for a balanced budget amendment. He was denied the right to address the Session on the issue and will therefore make his remarks from the floor.

During the same day, Congressman Rodino will address the Session on the very troubling legal and economic questions arising from efforts to amend the Constitution to balance the budget. His speech will likely be received as a major statement of Congressional concern about and resistance to an amendment.

Also on Monday, Jim McIntyre and Charlie Schultze will be featured speakers, Jim at the Plenary Session and Charlie at the Committee Session on Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs. Jim will speak on grant consolidation and simplification, but will be well prepared to respond to questions about our position on the Convention and the amendment. Charlie will speak on RMI and economic/anti-inflationary issues, but will likely also be called upon to give our view on the amendment issue.

At the Conference, Governor Jay Rockefeller will sponsor a resolution (with as many co-sponsors as he is able to secure) which (a) opposes a convention as a means of amending the Constitution, (b) calls upon the President and Congress to balance the budget by FY '81 and (c) may question the wisdom of amending the Constitution as a means of achieving a balanced Federal budget. Jack Watson is working closely with the Governor on the resolution. But we are not letting our involvement be known; Jay, along with Julian Carroll will lead the lobbying for the resolution. They are now looking for Republican supporters. Jay is concerned that a resolution which opposes a balanced-budget amendment might fail, so the wording on that part of the resolution will be very carefully drawn. If the resolution carries, we expect that it will be seen as a major rebuff to Brown.

Based on the information we already have about the Governors' views on a balanced budget amendment, it seems fair to say that a great many of them are unwilling at this point to oppose such an amendment. They believe the amendment concept
is popular in their states and see no politically attractive reason to get in front of what they see as a speeding locomotive. (Governors do not have any legal role in the process of passing a resolution seeking a Convention; record of the State Legislatures' action can be forwarded to Congress without a Governor's signature). At best, a few key Governors will speak against the amendment and a majority of those present will go on record opposing a Convention. Governor Brown, who has unsuccessfully been seeking support for a Convention among his colleagues, will probably not offer any resolutions.

As you know, your only meeting with the Governors will be at the annual White House Dinner with the Governors and their spouses.

D. Legal

The legal problems, ranging from enforcement to interpretation, that would arise from a balanced budget amendment are numerous and complex. To date, though, no real effort has been undertaken to review the legal questions that would result from an amendment. As we move further into the process of developing arguments against an amendment, we will fully review and publicize the legal uncertainties.

So far, most of the legal research has centered around the questions caused by a Constitutional Convention. We have discussed some of the questions with Judge Bell, and he is now preparing a final opinion on the subject. We should receive it next week.

Based on what we already know, though, we can answer the major questions relating to a Convention as follows:

(1) Does Congress have any flexibility in deciding whether to convene a Convention once 34 states petition for one? The legal consensus, including the apparent view of Justice, is that Congress' role is ministerial -- it certifies that 34 states have sought a Convention and must set into motion the procedure for convening the Convention.
Congress does, however, have some discretion in determining whether resolutions are sufficiently similar to warrant being aggregated toward the total of 34. If an amendment is being seriously considered in Congress, it may well be that Congress would not convene a Convention immediately upon receipt of 34 State resolutions.

(2) Is the subject of a Constitutional Convention limited by the subject matter for which the 34 States sought the Convention, or is the entire Constitution open to amendment? This is the crucial question. To most Americans, the alarming feature of a Constitutional Convention is undoubtedly the prospect that the entire Constitution could be rewritten.

There appears to be a ground-swell of fear that every well-organized group might be able to get "its" amendment adopted, giving us a Constitution with busing, abortion, school prayer and other troublesome amendments. While this fear provides effective rhetoric, the reality seems to be that a Convention could be limited by the Congress to consideration of balanced-budget amendments, which is essentially what the State petitions are directed toward. This is the view that Judge Bell has already expressed publicly, based on his preliminary reading of the law. His final opinion is more likely to reflect greater uncertainty on the question. To the extent that it does, public opposition to a Convention could increase.

However, it should be recognized that whatever the Congress attempts to do in limiting the call of the Convention, the delegates may well decide to challenge the call. It is an entirely foreseeable prospect that the delegates may attempt to pass amendments unrelated to the budget and simply seek a court test of their right to do so. While Congress would ultimately be charged with sending the amendments passed by the Convention to the States and could refuse to forward for ratification those outside the call, political realities might prevent that. In any event, it should be assumed that Congress' call cannot safely be taken as the final word on what the Convention will consider.
(3) How does the Convention operate? Who picks the delegates? How do they vote? These procedural questions have no answer, at this point. However, the Senate has twice passed, in the early '70's, legislation drafted by Senator Ervin to govern the operations of a Convention. That legislation is now being reviewed by Justice and by members of Congress. One revised version of the same legislation has already been introduced by Senator Helms, and other versions are certain to follow. Chairman Rodino is intent on burying any such legislation, since he has no desire to facilitate a Convention. For the same reason, we should assume the posture of opposition to any such legislation, as premature and unnecessary. At this point, the vital fact is that there is virtually no dispute to Congress' ability to legislate the Convention's procedures. What Congress passes will govern the Convention.

(4) Does the President have any legal role in this process? There is also no dispute on this issue. The President has no legal role to play in the Constitutional amendment process, be it by the Congressional or Convention route. His signature is not required on anything. Of course, the President does have a role to play in the legislation just discussed, concerning the operations of a Convention. His signature is required on that, and we can play a role in shaping the legislation.

E. Economic

CEA has attempted to assess the macroeconomic effects of a balanced budget, both for the last recession (1974-5, fiscal years 1975-7) and for the current period. Obviously, the economic effect is much more startling during the recession, which simply fuels the argument that a balanced budget provides insufficient flexibility to manage the economy during a downturn. While not as devastating, the FY '80 simulations still indicate a significantly adverse economic impact from a balanced budget.

The FY '75-76 simulations, which are the result of averaging the simulations of three different econometric models, produce the following results:
Federal outlays in FY '76 would have had to be reduced by around $100 billion, or by more than one-fourth.

Real GNP would have declined by about 12 percent from 1973 to 1975, compared to the 2-1/2 percent drop that actually occurred. Measured in today's prices, the extra loss of output in 1975 would have been about $175 billion. This is the loss of output in 1975 only. The overall loss in the recession and recovery would have been much larger.

The recession would have lasted through end of 1975 (2 full years), instead of ending in the first quarter of 1975 (1-1/4 years).

The rate of inflation (as measured by the GNP deflator) would have been brought down to about 6-1/2 percent over the four quarters of 1975, compared with the 7-1/2 percent figure that actually occurred.

For FY '80, the CEA simulations show declines in GNP growth and inflation and an increase in the unemployment rate (all of which are exacerbated if outside economic forecasts, rather than CEA's, are used):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>If CEA forecast is correct</th>
<th>If outside forecasts are correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FY 1980 budget plan</td>
<td>Actions taken to balance the budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GNP growth, 1979</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unemployment rate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Q 1980</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inflation rate, 1980</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Budget deficit, FY 1980</strong> (billions of $)</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F. Budget

OMB is preparing materials which will indicate the extent of programmatic cutbacks in the event that the current budget and previous recent budgets were in balance. This type of information should be extremely effective in translating the results of a balanced budget into terms the public, and public officials, can grasp.

G. Public Policy

We are currently developing and reforming the arguments to be used by the Administration in attacking balanced budget amendments as unsound public policy. In the end, the power of arguments on the merits should prevail, if they are well-reasoned and effectively presented.

Charlie Schultze has drafted a summary (attached) of the most effective public policy arguments. Briefly, they are as follows:

1. A reasonably strict amendment would guarantee that short-lived economic recessions are converted into long-lasting depressions. An amendment that contained enough exceptions and evasions to permit the government to avoid having recessions worsen would inevitably be a mockery of its intended goal.

2. An amendment would, for all practical purposes, be impossible to administer in periods of unforeseen economic fluctuations. The Congress would continually have to be changing the budget-reducing or increasing funding levels already decided -- as economic projections changed during the year, as they always do.

3. To ensure compliance, an amendment would have to be detailed enough to contain precise and comprehensive descriptions of the accounting methods and format to be used in assessing Federal budgetary practices.
4. An amendment would necessarily lead to protracted and repeated litigation over budgetary decisions, thereby bringing the judiciary into the budget process.

5. An amendment would establish strong incentives to develop alternative -- though socially less desirable -- ways of accomplishing objectives no longer possible under the budget. For instance, there would inevitably be increased efforts to mandate higher levels of State and local assistance in Federal programs. There would also be efforts to shift some budget programs, off-budget, through such devices as regulatory programs or guaranteed loans.

6. As the economy fluctuates, large and highly wasteful changes would be necessary in spending for defense and social programs and in tax rates. Advance planning and commitments would be severely restrained.

7. Unlike other Constitutional amendments, the purpose of a balanced budget amendment can be achieved without changing the Constitution.

We will continue working to refine our arguments on the merits, so that they can be presented in as politically affective a manner as possible.

II. Alternative Approaches

In developing ways in which we might handle this issue, we have worked from a number of basic assumptions about our overall goals:

- We should avoid an economic debate over the balanced budget amendment and make the issue appear to be one of protecting the Constitution from pure political gimmickry;

- We must maintain your posture as someone who has long been committed to a balanced budget and who has made the tough decisions enabling us to reduce the deficit by more than half and to be moving toward balance; we should make certain the public never loses sight of the fact that you have been calling for -- and working toward -- a balanced budget since 1975;
We should have, and publicly appear to have, a clear, considered strategy -- one which the whole Administration closely follows: we should also appear decisive in our actions, not merely reactive or responsive to the actions of others;

We must attempt to prevent the convening of a Constitutional Convention, without appearing to be insensitive to the actions of nearly 2/3 of the State Legislatures and the apparent concerns of an overwhelming majority of Americans;

We must maintain your Presidential posture on this issue and not appear to have you engaged in simply a political battle against Governor Brown;

Our current assessment is that there is no balanced budget amendment that could be satisfactory to the proponents of such an amendment that we could support or accept. Any such amendment would seriously injure our economic, social and political system. We should, therefore, do what we can to keep such an amendment from going to the States for ratification;

We should work closely with Congressional leaders to forge a joint strategy in the handling of this issue;

We have a precious opportunity to align ourselves closely with labor, liberals, blacks, and Hispanics in a cause which they very strongly support. We must make every effort to work closely with these groups on this issue as is possible;

We should not play the game of "threatening" the States with cut-offs of funds; that should be left to Congress. We should always be in the high-road posture of appearing to be concerned about the Constitution and about the need to act prudently and responsibly.
We have reviewed the various ways in which the Administration might handle the Constitutional Convention/balanced budget amendment issue, and believe that we are essentially presented with two basic options:

(1) continue our present course of stated opposition to a Convention and an amendment, but do not work actively to prevent either of them;

(2) oppose vigorously both the Convention and the amendment.

There are, of course, a number of variations on each of the above options; once an option has been chosen, we can modify the basic option to fit changing circumstances. But, we believe that a decision must be made now on which basic option to pursue, so that we can be properly prepared for the Governors' Association meeting at the end of the month, as well as to the Congressional hearings and debates that will soon be underway.

Option 1: Continue our present course of stated opposition to a Convention and an amendment, but do not work actively to prevent either of them.

The Administration's current public posture is opposition to both a Convention and an amendment, though the strength of our opposition to a Convention appears much stronger. This is the posture you took in answering a question at your January 17 press conference:

QUESTION: Mr. President, Governor Brown of California has called for a Constitutional amendment requiring the Federal Government to balance the budget. If Congress rejects the amendment, he says the States should indicate a Constitutional Convention to get it started.

How do you feel, sir, about the wisdom or feasibility of this proposal?
THE PRESIDENT: One of my political philosophies and economic philosophies and one of the commitments of my own Administration all have been to reduce the Federal deficit and to work toward a balanced budget.

I think it would be extremely dangerous for a Constitutional Convention to be assembled for this purpose. Many legal scholars and others believe that such a Convention would be completely uncontrol­lable, that the Constitution could be amended en masse with multitudes of amendments originating therefrom. It would be a radical departure from the policy of amendment of our Constitution that we have experienced for the last 200 years, and I think an amendment to our Constitution ought to be a very cautious, careful thing.

I personally prefer that amendments be carried out to the Constitution, originating in the Congress, and then ratified by the states, as we have used so well as a policy for the last 200 years.

It would be also a serious matter, a difficult matter, to devise a Constitutional amendment prohibiting any deficit spending without adding provisions that would let us deal with unanticipated military or security needs and unanticipated needs when we have a deep depression for keeping our people at work and providing for large numbers of those who might be poor or hungry, or needing services.

So I think this is something that ought to be approached very gingerly, very carefully, and if there is any Constitutional amendment, it ought to be done in accordance with practices that we have used in the past.

The final thing I would like to re-emphasize is that I intend to continue to work for a balanced budget and I believe that this is the best approach to it.
Administration officials have not been active in speaking against a Convention or an amendment. Nor have they been pressing Congress, or outside interest groups, to take a position. (As described earlier, though, we are working quietly with Governor Rockefeller in anticipation of the Governors' Conference. Secretary Blumenthal has contacted a few business leaders to seek their opposition to an amendment. It seems that organizations like the Roundtable are willing to oppose publicly a Convention, but not an amendment.) Press accounts have accurately indicated the Administration's position, while indicating the absence of activity on behalf of that position.

To continue along our current course would involve the following:

- Your continuing to indicate our position when asked, though not making any speeches on the subject;
- The Vice President, and your Cabinet and Senior Staff, being perhaps more visible than you in indicating opposition, but not making the issue a cause of any proportion;
- Not working to oppose Convention resolutions in the State Legislatures;
- Not organizing opposition to the Convention or the amendment among interest groups;
- Indicating to Congressional leaders our opposition to a Convention and an amendment, but not actively lobbying at this point either to oppose them or to support the efforts of those who are doing so.

Arguments in Favor of this Option:

- If the movement toward a Convention or an amendment is successful, the Administration will not appear to have suffered a setback, which is unlike the situation we would face after a more visible effort;
We do not risk alienating the great majority of Americans who apparently want the government to take tougher action to balance the budget.

We can concentrate our time and our resources on the priorities we have established -- inflation and SALT -- and not risk diluting our public emphasis on the priorities we have recently announced.

A Convention is unlikely to be held, regardless of what the Administration does, because Congress would take some action -- such as passing an amendment to obviate the need for a Convention. So the fear of a Convention may well be unrealistic. If Congress begins to seriously consider passing an amendment, we will not appear to be changing radically our position if we work to craft an acceptable amendment.

Arguments against this option:

Without a significant effort, the odds are probably against our being able to prevent 34 States from seeking a Convention or the Congress pressing an unacceptable amendment in effort to head-off a Convention.

We will certainly be charged by opponents of the Convention and the amendment with a lack of national leadership on a major public issue.

We will be viewed as conceding the strength of the Convention/amendment movement, thereby further strengthening it.

We may well decide later to get more actively involved in the Congressional process, thus forcing a mildly embarrassing change in strategy and a hasty catch-up with Congressional forces.

We will be leaving the high-visibility effort on this issue entirely to Governor Brown.
Option 2: Oppose vigorously both the Convention and the amendment.

This option would involve a more substantial use of your time and Administration resources. Because of the seriousness of the problem, and the apparent uphill fight, the effort to prevent a Convention and an amendment would become a priority of the Administration's.

However, we certainly do not foresee this effort as a priority anywhere near the SALT/inflation level, nor one which would visibly divert resources from other major Administration concerns. We do not believe this effort should be viewed as an all-out campaign, to be won at any cost. But we think an effort beyond that described in Option 1 can be undertaken which will improve our chances of success without involving the White House in another SALT-like effort.

The activities involved would include:

- Your delivering at least one major speech opposing the Convention and the amendment. This would be followed by briefer statements by you at appropriate occasions -- press conferences, interviews, town hall meetings, and as part of speeches primarily directed to other subjects. We believe your major speech should be given soon after the Governor's meeting. There is some disagreement among the staff on this one recommendation. Some question whether a major speech is an appropriate vehicle and whether you should be devoting one of your upcoming speeches to this topic, in light of other priorities. If you select Option 2, we will resolve this issue and present a final recommendation.

- The Vice President would serve as the Administration's principal public opponent of the Convention and the amendment, once your major speech has been given.

- Frank Moore would work with the House and Senate leadership to develop a coordinated effort. You would initially show your concern by meeting with the leadership on the issue and would urge that a joint approach be developed and implemented. That might include:
(1) Having the leadership organize separate task forces in the House and Senate to work with and educate Members;

(2) Encouraging appropriate Administration officials to testify in Congress on the serious problems with the balanced budget amendment.

(3) Calling on Members to assert their influence on State Legislatures;

(4) Encouraging Members to speak out publicly against the Convention and the amendment.

- Jack Watson would work with the Governors and State Legislatures in those States where we have a chance of stopping a Convention/amendment resolutions.
  - Tim Kraft would work with our key political contacts in those States. This effort could involve:

  (1) Encouraging public leaders in those States to speak against the Convention and amendment;

  (2) Encouraging potentially supportive groups to assert their influence in the State legislatures;

  (3) Having Cabinet and White House staff target their speaking engagements to these key states;

  (4) Making calls from the White House to lobby State Legislators in those situations where we have reason to believe they will make some difference.

- Anne Wexler would immediately begin to work with our interest group contacts. We would encourage a coalition of business, labor, black and other public leaders to form an outside group to work against a Convention and an amendment. We would work with the group but not control or direct it.
Stu Eizenstat, Charlie Schultz and Jim McIntyre would develop the economic, budgetary and social arguments against the Convention/balanced budget and would prepare materials for distribution at the White House meetings, at press functions, through Cabinet and Senior Staff Speeches. The facts developed would emphasize the serious dangers of the amendment and would be presented as frankly and boldly as possible.

You should appoint a member of your staff to oversee and coordinate the activities suggested here, though not through any visible or formalized White House Task Force.

We would emphasize, in all the above activities, that your commitment to reach a balanced budget remains undiminished and that your policies are leading to such a budget. We would emphasize that you are working to balance the budget already, while others are only talking about it. This is vital if we are to avoid appearing to be against balanced budgets and fiscal responsibility, as opposition to an amendment might be taken.

We would also intensify and emphasize our efforts to combat waste, fraud and abuse in the government. We believe the public concern over these problems is a partial contributor to the push for an amendment.

Arguments in favor of this Option:

The last best chance to prevent either a Convention or an amendment passed by Congress is through an Administration effort of this kind.

A Convention would be a nightmare anytime but particularly during an election year. As the earlier discussion indicated in more detail, a balanced budget amendment presents serious dangers to our economic, social and political system.
Such an effort would evidence strong Presidential leadership on a major national issue. Given recent public opinion polls, such an effort would clearly respond to a perceived weakness.

In light of apparent public support for an amendment, your position on this issue would evidence political courage, and that expression would ultimately redound to the perception of strong Presidential leadership.

Fiscal responsibility and balanced budget are your issues -- you began taking about the importance of balancing the budget in 1975, and you were the only Democratic Candidate to do so. You have emphasized, and taken steps to realize a balanced budget since taking office. You therefore have the political credibility to exert leadership against the amendment movement.

If you and your Administration are not repeatedly and forcefully emphasizing your commitment to balance the budget in the context of a campaign against an amendment, you may well lose the balanced budget issue to the amendment’s proponents.

In a time of budget austerity and Democratic constituent disaffection, an effort of this kind provides us with a powerful common interest with those constituents. There will be few other opportunities in the coming year when we will be able to work in union with the basic Democratic constituency without spending more money.

Many Members of Congress, Governors and State legislators would applaud your leadership and would publicly indicate their support. Their appreciation of your position -- for a great number your position will ease their political burdens in opposing a Convention or amendment -- should help on other issues where we need their support;
A successful effort can be cast as an endorsement of your current budget policies, and should enable you to cut the budget with greater ease next year in order to approach a balanced budget.

An effort now does not preclude our working with Congress later, if clearly necessary, to craft the least offensive amendment we can.

The arguments against this option:

- The odds of preventing 34 states from passing calls for a Convention appear to be against us; to the extent that we are publicly perceived as trying to keep 34 states from acting, we will suffer a visible public defeat when 34 states act;

- If 34 states seek a Convention, the odds appear that Congress will act to prevent a Convention by developing and passing a balanced-budget amendment. Given the strong Congressional momentum, we may be unable to keep an amendment from passing. Again, to the extent that we are publicly opposing an amendment passage by Congress would be publicly played as a major Carter set back.

- Our efforts will probably be played by the media, and be seen by the public, as a Carter v. Brown issue. Almost regardless of the ultimate outcome, Brown will be seen as having forced you to make his issue one of your priorities; he will be seen as the one who forced a President to shift resources, time and attention to an issue many in the public did not even realize exist to any real degree before he took up the charge. As a result, Brown's credibility as a national leader, as an "equal," may be enhanced.

- We risk losing our public image as the Administration which is fiscally responsible, which is moving toward a balanced budget, which is responding to the country's
mood without a constitutional amendment. While we will make great efforts to remind the public of our record and goals, it is possible that Brown and company will be able to paint us as fiscally irresponsible and as unconcerned with the country's desire for reduced government spending.

By opposing a Convention, we will appear to be "anti-democratic process," for our opponents will have the appealing argument that they are only seeking to use a process set forth in the Constitution to make certain that the "people" can take action when the Congress refuses.

In addition to the above two options, we briefly considered a third -- opposing a Convention but downplaying opposition to an amendment, in order to permit us to begin quiet work with Congress in drafting a tolerable amendment. Even leaving aside the question of whether any amendment could be drafted which would be "tolerable", we believe that such an option would only add to the amendment momentum. For once it became clear, as it almost immediately would, that the Administration was working to develop some type of amendment, the amendment forces would be given needed credibility, and the question would become not whether an amendment would pass but when and in what form.

We do believe, however, that it is important for the Administration to be able, if the amendment momentum in Congress becomes irresistible, to work with Congress to develop the least objectionable amendment possible. Otherwise, we are likely to be faced with a devastatingly rigid and unworkable amendment.

But we feel that our option to work with the Congress in this way is preserved by Option 1 or Option 2. In either case, our public opposition now -- and probably for at least the next several months -- to an amendment need not preclude our ultimately developing an "acceptable" amendment. While it would be preferable to not have to publicly reverse courses on opposition to an amendment, that seems far preferable to standing by the side opposing any amendment as Congress proceeds to debate and pass one.
Any decision about having to develop a tolerable amendment is not likely to have to be made for several months. In the meantime, under Options 1 or 2 we would continue our stated, unwavering opposition, recognizing that at some future point we may have to shift.

Recommendation

We have met several times to review this entire issue, and had a Final Session on Saturday to consider the Options presented in this memorandum. At times a number of us have differed on our views about how we should handle the issue, but a careful review of the available alternatives has persuaded us that Option 2 is the preferable course.

We certainly recognize the risks involved in this course. As indicated earlier, we will be:

- Fighting against the seemingly strong national movement toward a Convention, or at least a Congressionally-approved amendment.
- Possibly appearing to be against fiscal prudence and balanced budgets.
- Making a leadership issue on a matter we may well lose, or be forced to retreat in the coming months.

Despite these risks, we believe that they are outweighed by the potential benefits of an Option 2 effort.

This belief is based primarily on four major considerations:

- The merits

There really is no disputing that a balanced budget amendment which is meaningful is, on the merits, a very serious economic, social, and legal mistake. The catalogue of problems created by an amendment have been indicated earlier and do not need repetition here. Any amendment which is not meaningful, because of its exceptions and loopholes, is a sham.
Under Option 2 we believe the Administration has a much better chance of ultimately preventing an amendment. With Option 1, we feel the amendment forces would meet much less resistance in the States and the Congress, and would have far greater ease in passing an amendment. Given the seriousness of the threat, we believe the Administration has an obligation to take the course which offers the best opportunity for success.

**Leadership**

One of our perceived weaknesses is a failure to provide the type of strong national leadership. Improvements can be made in projecting a stronger national focus and control. When opportunities for that arise, we should seize them and run with them. We see the balanced budget issue as a unique opportunity.

This is an issue where there is a vacuum of strong leadership to date - in the States, the Congress, or outside groups. There is growing national interest in this subject, and our actions will correspondingly be closely followed, and a leadership record well observed. And because of the nature of the issue, we have an excellent opportunity to increasingly indicate to the public the record we have achieved thus far - a record of budget authority not as widely recognized outside of Washington as inside Washington.

Finally, very few issues that reach your desk are clear on the merits. Had they been, they would have been resolved at a lower level. The result, though, is that we are often forced to be in the middle of issues - to take a position that attempts to satisfy all of the competing Congressional, bureaucratic and interest group concerns. Unfortunately, this leads to positions which are responsible but not particularly pleasing to those with a competing vested interest in the issue.

We now have an issue which on its merits, at least, is clear-cut where we should not seek a middle ground. We can, therefore, take a very strong position, a position we know to be right. In such a situation, strong leadership can be more easily demonstrated and appreciated - even by those who disagree with us on the merits.
MEMORANDUM TO THE PRESIDENT

FROM: JODY POWELL

Your meeting on inflation at 1:15 with state and local leaders is an opportunity to hit hard again on your commitment to fiscal responsibility and to holding firm in the fight against inflation. It will be open for coverage.

I suggest you skip a lot of this explanatory material in your talking points. They will get this from Kahn and others. What they need and the country needs from you is a strong statement of your determination to see this thing through despite political difficulties and an appeal for all elected officials and all American taxpayers to join the fight -- to put the general welfare and the common good above narrower, short-term interests.

You can use almost the same language you used at the Georgia legislature yesterday. It did not receive widespread coverage because of the foreign policy speech. Hitting those points again will give us the follow-through we need.

I have attached the best parts of the speech.
We owe the women of Georgia -- and the people of the United States -- no less than the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.

These decisions are challenges for you. There are many others.

Let me also mention one major challenge that faces me as president, and which you share with me.

Because of problems that have developed over a long period of time, both at home and abroad, our nation now faces increasingly complex and challenging tasks.

The time ahead will be difficult, requiring us to draw on the best that is within us -- our idealism, ...our willingness to face unpleasant realities, ...our readiness to put the long-term interest of all our people over the short-term interest of the few.

Later today, at Georgia Tech, I will discuss our responsibilities as a world power in the international military and political arena.

But we face equally grave tasks here at home. And the most difficult of these responsibilities is to control the persistent high inflation which threatens the health of our economy and the economic well-being of our people.

I am determined to bring inflation under control! -- The importance of this task...
The importance of this task is hard to overemphasize. We must grapple with inflation in a context that is far different from the expansive days of the 1960's.

When I became President, I inherited both a huge budget deficit and an economy wracked by "stagflation". We had the worst unemployment rate since the Great Depression, ...and at the same time inflation had been running at an average rate of 8 percent for the three years before I took office.

We have moved firmly and strongly to tackle these problems. We have created over 7 million new jobs and cut the unemployment rate by 25 percent. And we have set forth an anti-inflation program that recognizes the causes of inflation and attacks the problem on a broad front.

Some of the causes of inflation are frankly beyond the control of government action. We want the Free Enterprise System to be free. We cannot control the weather, which has an important impact on food prices.

We cannot determine the actions of other nations, which affect the prices of energy and other commodities, though we can and do influence them in important ways.

Nor can we erase the fiscal excesses of the early 1970's.
But we can act ourselves, and by planning wisely we can mitigate the effect of factors we cannot fully control. Because inflation is our most serious domestic problem -- I have taken it seriously in preparing my budget.

The budget I have just proposed to the Congress cuts the federal deficit. By the end of Fiscal 1980, if my budget is adopted, the deficit will be $36 billion lower than it was when I was running for President -- a cut of more than half.

My budget also lowers the proportion of our nation's income that the Federal government spends to its lowest level in seven years. That proportion is no longer rising -- it is falling.

I set forth a goal in my campaign, and I am using the powers of my office to move our nation toward it -- the goal of a balanced budget.

We can achieve this goal by sensitive, sensible, careful public policy, which will at the same time protect the strength of the American economy.

I have proposed a substantial increase for national defense. This afternoon I will analyze our international commitments in Europe, in the Middle East, and elsewhere.

-- We must have the muscle ....
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I intend to see these investigations of fraud and abuse pursued aggressively -- wherever they lead -- let the chips fall where they may.

The Federal government has neither the resources nor the wisdom to solve every problem by itself. The states and the localities -- and, most important, the people -- must do their part.

This is a time for restraint. Expenditures must be controlled; the deficit must be reduced.

But this kind of restraint is difficult. It asks each of us to serve the general good by accepting less than we want in a specific area.

I have sent to the Congress a budget that is tight, but fair.

Now, as in every other year, the inevitable pressures to spend just a little more here or a little more there -- for someone's pet project -- or for someone's favorite interest group -- have begun.

I am determined to fight those pressures.

I am determined to stand firm.

I am determined to use the full powers and resources of my office to hold the line on the Federal budget.

To hold that line, I need......
To hold that line, I need, and I ask for, the help and support of every elected official and every American taxpayer who shares my concern about waste and inflation.

I believe the people of this country are ready to build a new foundation for the 1980's, to regain control of our economy and of our destiny as a nation.

From our earliest days, students of American democracy have warned that our freedom and prosperity might tempt our citizens to get so caught up in their own personal pursuit of happiness that they would neglect the public business.

The challenge to us today is to put aside temporary gratifications for the sake of the long-term public good. The job will not be glamorous and results will not come quickly or easily.

But I believe we will succeed.

And when we have, the monuments to our efforts will be a vital, healthy economy -- sustaining the needs and hopes and dreams of all people.

And we will have an even greater U.S. of America!